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LX CYGNI: A MIRA VARIABLE WITH A DRASTIC PERIOD INCREASETEMPLETON, M. R.; MATTEI, J. A.; PRICE, A.Amerian Assoiation of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO), 25 Birh St., Cambridge, MA 02138, USA; email:aavso�aavso.org

LX Cygni { �:21h55m57:s03; Æ:+48Æ20052:006 (J2000) { is a poorly-studied Mira variableof spetral type S. Although this objet has been studied spetrosopially as part ofseveral S-star surveys, little has been published about its pulsation behavior beyond itsdisovery and subsequent desription in the General Catalog of Variable Stars (GCVS).Variability was �rst noted by Ho�meister (1930). Additional observations were madeby Olivier et al. (1940), and the period was determined to be about 461 days, withphotographi maxima and minima of 11.9 and 16.5 magnitudes, respetively (Prager &Shapley 1941). Semakin (1955) summarized the work to date on LX Cyg, noting that theperiod had been variously measured between 454 and 465 days. Finally, the GCVS 4thedition (Kholopov et al. 1985) lists the period as 465.3 days (epoh JD 2438895), notingthat between JD 2415000 and 2433300, 460.0 days was a better �t.This variation in reported period is unremarkable, given the yle-to-yle variationsin period seen in many Mira variables. However, sine 1967, LX Cygni has apparentlyundergone a signi�ant hange in pulsation behavior. The Amerian Assoiation of Vari-able Star Observers (AAVSO) arhive of visual observations { spanning JD 2439818 to2452605 (November 23, 1967 to November 26, 2002) { show that a dramati inreasein period has ourred sine JD 2440000. The period has grown from 460 days to over580 days, an inrease of nearly 25 perent.For our time-series analysis, we used 961 visual observations by 84 di�erent observers inthe AAVSO International Database. Although we have additional CCD data taken in theJohnson V �lter, we hose not to inlude them in the long-term analysis in order to keepthe data set as homogeneous as possible. We have instead analyzed the CCD observationsseparately and disuss them below. We used the weighted wavelet transform developed atAAVSO (Foster 1996) to perform the time-series analysis. The wavelet transform allowsone to measure the time evolution of the Fourier spetrum of a given dataset, and it isquite sensitive to even small hanges in period over both short and long timesales.We omputed the wavelet transform several times with a range of frequenies andwavelet windows. We show the data and a representative wavelet transform in Figure 1,and plot the period and amplitude of the strongest peak as a funtion of time in Figure 2.Figure 2 learly shows that the period has inreased sine the start of the AAVSO datain 1967. The behavior of the period is unertain at the start and end of the data set dueto edge e�ets of the wavelet transform.We also note that the amplitude omputed from the wavelet transform appears tobe variable over the span of observations. It is possible that the real amplitude of the
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star has hanged over time, but this may be an artifat of the wavelet analysis. Waveletamplitude is sensitive to data gaps, so seasonal windows may be the ause. Analysis ofthe amplitude variation is ontinuing, and will be published in a forthoming paper.

Figure 1. Wavelet transform of LX Cyg. Contours represent the wavelet statisti, w, a measure of thestatistial signi�ane of the signal (see Foster 1996). Strongest signal lies at the enter of the ontours.The wider bands at the beginning and end of the data stream are edge e�ets, and are arti�ial.
To on�rm our analysis, we also analyzed the available CCD V-band observations fromthe AAVSO International Database. These observations onsist of 106 CCD observationsmade by six observers, spanning JD 2451236 to 2452601 (February 26, 1999 to November22, 2002). While the data span is not long enough to reliably determine whether theperiod is variable, we measured the spaing between the two maxima and three minimapresent in the data and found a period of 590 � 10 days. In addition, we visually inspetedthe older data olleted by Olivier et al. (1940), spanning JD 2427334 to 2429595 (1933to 1939). Although their data are very sparse, the measured separation between the twolearly de�ned maxima is 465 �10 days, whih is onsistent with the published period forthat epoh.The rapid period inrease beginning at JD 2445000 appears to be a ontinuous proess,rather than an abrupt, disontinuous hange. Therefore, it appears that mode-swithingis not the reason for the hange. If the period ontinues to inrease at the urrent rate,than this may indiate that LX Cygni is in the middle of a thermal pulse. Aording tothe models of Vassiliadis & Wood (1993), eah thermal pulse begins with a sharp periodderease, followed by a short, high-amplitude osillation in period (a derease by half,and an inrease by as muh as a fator of three). A period inrease of 100 days over afew deades is seen in some of their models, and if LX Cygni is in the midst of a thermalpulse, the period may ontinue to inrease signi�antly in the oming deades.LX Cygni appears to be an exellent andidate for a Mira variable undergoing thermalpulses, as the magnitude of the period hange is similar (though opposite in sign) to thatof T UMi, a star whih has undergone a rapid period derease sine 1968 (Mattei & Foster1995; G�al & Szatm�ary 1995), as well as that of TY Cas (Hazen & Mattei 2002). Whereas
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Figure 2. Strongest period (solid line) and its amplitude (dotted line) derived from the wavelettransform of LX Cyg. The period is learly inreasing throughout the span of available data. Beause ofedge e�ets in the wavelet transform, it is not lear whether the period has reahed a plateau 580 days,or whether it will ontinue inreasing. Continued monitoring over the next several years is stronglyenouraged. The amplitude also appears to be variable, and a more sensitive analysis of this variation isunderway.
T UMi and TY Cas may have just begun thermal pulses, LX Cygni may be in a later stagesine thermal pulses are expeted to begin with a period derease. Further observationsof LX Cygni are warranted and strongly enouraged. A more omprehensive analysis ofthis star is urrently in preparation for publiation.
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